NEWS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Colorcon Expands Pharmaceutical Development Capabilities with a New Containment Suite for Handling
High Potency APIs at its Global Technical Center in Harleysville, PA, USA.
(Harleysville, Pennsylvania, USA, 18th May 2021) Colorcon, a world leader in the development and supply of
film coating systems and excipients, is proud to announce the expansion of its technical service capabilities
with a new Containment Suite located in our Global Headquarters in Harleysville, PA, USA.
Alongside big pharma, there are a growing number of virtual or small companies developing drug products
that don’t necessarily have their own lab capabilities or resources to progress their products into the clinic.
The Containment Suite provides the capability to develop prototype tablet or capsule dosage forms for
clients when active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) quantity is limited and/or the API potency requires a
higher level of protection. The lab utilizes mobile isolation modules to offer maximum process flexibility.
Kurt Fegely, Managing Director, Colorcon Americas, states “investing in this facility demonstrates Colorcon’s
continued commitment to supporting pharmaceutical development in North America, reducing our
customer’s time to market and reflects our dedication to providing unparalleled products and services. We
can now offer a complete cycle starting from the customer’s API, all the way to a finished coated dosage form
within our facilities and provide prototypes ready for customer evaluation.”
Charlie Cunningham, Technical Director, explains the importance of the facility, “Many of our customers,
especially in early development phase work with very small quantities of active ingredients, which can have
unknown safety profiles and can also be extremely costly and limited in availability. Our investment in the
best equipment enables us to produce tablets and capsules with milligrams of active product in the safest of
conditions.”
With our understanding of excipients and coatings, Colorcon can support early phase screening activity,
providing both big pharma and virtual or small companies access to our formulators, equipment, and services
as well as generating non-GMP prototypes of the dosage form for subsequent clinical supply.
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Colorcon’s continued investment in customer support is unmatched in the industry; this expanded facility
with new capabilities and professional expertise means that they can help developers as they manage
through the challenges they face today and in the years ahead.

Company Information
Colorcon is a world leader in the development, supply and technical support of specialty ingredients;
formulated film coating systems, modified release technologies, and functional excipients for the
pharmaceutical industry. Our best-in-class products and technologies are complemented by our extensive
application data and value-added services to support all phases of solid oral dose design, development and
manufacture. Our focus on market issues and technology development has earned Colorcon an international
reputation as a pharmaceutical design and development partner. That reputation is based on superior
product quality, unparalleled technical support, extensive regulatory assistance and reliable supply from
multiple locations. Colorcon has 11 manufacturing facilities, 22 technical service laboratories globally and
more than 1300 employees exclusively dedicated to its customer base.
For more information, visit www.colorcon.com
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